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Jackie - (At age 10) Born in Jacksonville, FL in October 1995, Brett started his
acting training at the age of eight while living outside of Memphis, TN. The son of
an active duty United States Navy officer, he and his family moved throughout the
South prior to re-locating to the Los Angeles area in August of 2006. Brett has
worked on several projects with up and coming film directors attending USC,
UCLA and Cal-State Northridge film schools. Recently, he was cast as the child
version of the lead character in the feature film-directing debut of Jada Pinkett
Smith titled The Human Contract. X to Y, Callous, Young Again and Prism are
other films that Brett has recently appeared in. Brett thanks his family and friends
for their loving support as he pursues his dream of becoming an actor.

Tom - (At age 10) Jacob has been acting since he was five years old, but just
recently relocated to California at the request of his representation. He has had
both supporting and lead roles in theater companies in Washington, Florida and
California. Jacob is an experienced voice over artist and has also done commercial
work. Since arriving in California just over a year ago, Jacob has starred in many
short films. Jacob receives high accolades from every professional he has worked
with in the industry. He was recognized formally early in his career for his acting
ability; receiving the International Modeling and Talent Association “Actor of the
Year Award” in 2003. He was very excited about his first feature film role;
playing young Tom in STILL THE DRUMS.

Mike - (At age 10) Keegan was born in a small town in south central Texas. At
nine years old he attended his first drama camp and was encouraged by his teacher
because of his natural talent. Keegan took her advice and he and his family
decided to move to California to pursue his acting career. During his time in
California he has worked in several student films including an AFI short film and
the lead role in a Chapman University thesis film, which has gone to several film
festivals. Other projects include a children’s educational video, industrial
commercials, and fit modeling. Back in Texas he was invited to be a part of the
junior high school's play Beauty and the Beast and recently appeared as Billy in
the stage production of On Golden Pond.

Al - (At age 10) Adam Kolkin was born in Los Alamitos, CA. Adam’s interest in
acting arose when he was eight. A year of persistence wore his mom down and he
was placed with Kids Background Talent. After three TV shows and three movies
in 2 ½ months, Adam was hooked! He was immediately signed by Heather
Baldwin, owner of Youth Talent Connection, in June of 2007. Adam continues his
acting studies with Devon Odessa of Hollywood Kids. Adam is a principal in the
currently running LG Phone/VH1 “Save the Music” commercial, where he shows
off his musical talent. Adam can blow the trumpet with the best of them.
Adam’s very first audition landed him the lead role of Young Al in STILL THE
DRUMS.
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